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JoseF pennInGeR Managing Director/Science

“The best time to start something is

of you! together we are much stronger,

are very fortunate that Gary Ruvkun, susan

and the Austrian Ministry of sciences,

20 years ago, the second best time

we have many more eyes to see and many

Lindquist and Fiona Watt have joined eric

the Austrian science Foundation (FWF),

more hearts to weather the storms and

Kandel, Günter Blobel, Ken Chien, and tony

Genome Austria (Gen-Au), the european

move into the future.

hyman to complete our scientific advisory

union Fp6 and Fp7 programmes and the

is now.” Chinese Proverb.
When we started IMBA we had big

board, the scientific and structural input

european Research Council (eRC). half of

plans and big hopes. however, there

Although we may well have learned to

of our sAB being essential for the future

the very competitive Junior and Advanced

is a long winding road to translate a

fly, there remains plenty to be done in

development of IMBA. the work of our

eRC grants in Life sciences that went to

vision into reality. After nearly 5 years of

the future. Firstly we have decided that

sAB was and remains outstanding, and

Austria were awarded to IMBA researchers,

existence, I have to say that the growth

IMBA will focus on three major topics;

is certainly one of the reasons why we

a great testament that we are moving in

of IMBA has been simply astounding and

stem cells, modeling of human diseases,

have already been able to receive an

the right direction. I am grateful to our

even surpassed what I had hoped for

and RnA biology. these topics are based

international standing within the short

supervisory board and our “Leitungsgre-

in the few quiet moments of reflection.

on our already existing strengths and

time period of our existence.

mium” who have continued to carefully

I am still amazed how rapidly we made

the vision that good science not only

the transition from a small, promising

entails intellectual beauty but also bears

I would like to thank steve McKnight and

both times of tranquility and times of

“start-up” to the largest institute of the

responsibility for improving the state of

titia de Lange, sAB members of our partner

turmoil. I would like to thank prince Max

Austrian Academy of sciences with a

our world. our faculty is outstanding,

IMp, who also helped IMBA during the times

Liechtenstein, erich streissler and Ludwig

flourishing research culture and a very

and I am very happy to welcome Julius

of our inception and will now move on

scharinger for their donations to IMBA and

Brennecke to IMBA as a new principle

to other pastures. Finally, I would like to

their commitment to basic research as a

investigator. Julius will work on small

wish erwin Wagner, thomas Jenuwein, and

key to future human prosperity. Finally,

Visions are largely lifeless until people

RnAs, in particular piwi RnA, where he

Ludger Klein from our extended IMBA-IMp

I would like to thank with all my heart

flesh them out with muscle, brains,

has already made major breakthroughs.

family all the best and great success in

Michael Krebs and Jürgen Knoblich, who

a circulatory system and, most

As a next step we plan to make a strong

their scientific and personal lives. their

always keep my feet on the ground and

importantly courage and heart.

push into stem cell biology to develop a

contributions to our campus and scientific

without whom IMBA would have remained

the growth of IMBA and our

new centre of excellence in this critical

excellence in Austria have been enormous,

just a vague dream.

technology.

and will continue to shine for many years

good international reputation.

eminence within Austria
and around the world is

and with poise maneuver IMBA through

to come; may the gods of science look

I always liked the analogy of building an

down upon them with a smile.

institute with building a cathedral; one

a testament to all IMBA

In early october we had our prime academic

employees and of course all

event, the Annual Recess, to showcase the

the people working under

scientific progress of all IMBA groups. We

With gratitude I would like to acknowl-

admired, but we now have to finish the

the IMBA-IMp umbrella.

again had a joint event with our partner

edge all the people and funding agencies

entire building, and I will do everything

I am truly privileged to

IMp and we hope that these joint events

who have supported us; foremost the

in my power to make this happen.

be able to work with all

will continue in the foreseeable future. We

Austrian Academy of sciences (ÖAW )

wall of IMBA is already standing and being
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MIChAeL KReBs Managing Director/Finance and Administration

Five years after hiring our first Group Leader,

VBC members and will bring a new spirit

however, the switch to sAp has been

thanks to the high commitment and

IMBA – with currently 150 employees and

of collaboration onto our campus.

an important step in the modernization

very professional approach of sabina

a research budget of around € 15 million

of our It infrastructure. Additional It

tandari and her team, IMBA already

- has become the largest institution of

In view of the growing size and coor-

investments have been committed to

managed to generate some initial

the Austrian Academy of sciences and

dination requirements of the scientific

significantly increase the capacity of our

donations in 2008 along with

one of the most prominent and exciting

ser vices, IMp and IMBA management

file and e-mail server and to improve

some great opportunities for

places for functional genomics research

recently agreed on some fundamental

accessibility to these servers. We thank all

the future.

in europe. In this context, we would like to

organizational changes. It was decided to

of you for your patience and continuous

thank all our employees, our shareholder,

implement the new position of a Manager

support of Werner Kubina and his team

the Ministry of science and Research, the

of scientific services (Mss) who will bear

during the transition period.

funding organizations of the City of Vienna,

the responsibility for the shared services

the Austrian science Fund (FWF), and the

at the IMp-IMBA Research Centre. We

over the last year some major steps have

eu, our cooperation partner Boehringer

are very happy that peter steinlein has

been taken to enhance our administrative

Ingelheim and the IMp as well as all the

accepted our offer for this very important

services. In the human Resources Depart-

other people who have been involved

management position. We also congratulate

ment for example, we created the new

in our success story for their valuable

Karin Aumayr on her promotion as new

position of a recruitment and personnel

contributions.

head of our biooptics facility to replace

development manager in order to better

peter steinlein who has done a great job

coordinate recruiting activities at the IMp

A major milestone in 2008 was the approval

setting up and operating that service for

and IMBA, and establish career development

of our “Vision 2020” concept to establish a

the last 10 years.

shared technology and service infrastructure

programs for our people. the controlling
competence in the Accounting Department

at the Campus Vienna Biocenter (VBC).

the implementation of the new sAp

was also strengthened, to extract the most

this program will be funded by the City

system has been a major project in 2008,

benefit from the new possibilities the sAp

of Vienna and the Ministry of science and

involving many resources from different

system offers us in terms of integrated

Research with a total amount of around

departments. Like any other organization

planning and management reporting.

€ 50 million over a period of 10 years. In

that goes through such a major system

Last but not least, we added another

2009, a separate legal entity will be set-up

migration process, we are still struggling

position in the Fundraising Department

to run new infrastructures and technolo-

with some bottlenecks, especially in the

to ex tend our existing contacts with

gies such as mouse phenotyping, in-vivo

ordering and the reporting process.

potential donors.

imaging, large scale RnAi screening, etc.
the concept is a joint initiative from all

IntRoDuC tIon
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IMBA and Its surroundings

the Campus Vienna Biocenter
IMBA is situated at the “Campus Vienna Biocenter” (VBC), a rapidly growing biotechnology hub located halfway between Vienna’s international airport and the
city center. Apart from IMBA and its partner institute IMp, the VBC is also home to
the Max F. perutz Laboratories (MFpL; university and Medical university of Vienna),
the Gregor Mendel Institute of Molecular plant Biology (GMI; Austrian Academy of
sciences), a university of Applied sciences, several biotech companies, a pR agency,
a non-profit scientific society and the Vienna open Lab.
More than 1000 people from 40 different nations currently work at the Campus VBC.
Campus members enjoy a scientifically and socially stimulating environment and
take advantage of shared facilities such as the Max perutz Library and the Vienna
Biocenter International phD program. A number of events, including seminars and
lectures, are open to all.

IMBA AnD Its suRRounDInGs
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Jürgen Knoblich

Asymmetric cell division and proliferation control in neural stem cells
juergen.knoblich@imba.oeaw.ac.at
Stem cells are essential for tissue

continues to grow and proliferate in

expansion of the neuroblast pool and

Mei-p26, all cells proliferate leading

maintenance and repair in our body.

a stem cell-like manner. Why are the

the formation of a brain tumour that

to the formation of an ovarian tumour.

Although each stem cell has unique

two daughter cells so dif ferent in

fills the whole body and kills the fly

thus, control of stem cell proliferation

tissue specific properties, one feature

their cell growth and proliferation

(Fig. 2B). thus, Brat is an important

seems to be a common function of

is common among all stem cells: Stem

properties?

regulator of proliferation in Drosophila

Brat-like proteins.

neural stem cells.

cells have the unique ability to generate

stem Cell tumours in
Drosophila

Brat is a member of a conserved protein

Regulation of micro RnAs

same time can also give rise to more

family that is characterised by a similar

how do Brat and Mei-p26 regulate

identical copies of themselves but at the
differentiated progeny that eventually

the answer is that neuroblasts are

domain structure (Fig. 2A). our results

proliferation? using mass-spectrometry,

Jürgen Knoblich
Senior ScientiSt And deputy director/Science

replace cells in the target tissue. How one

capable of segregating key regulatory

indicate that regulation of stem cell

we found the protein Argonaute-1

cell can generate two daughter cells of

proteins into one of their two daughter

proliferation seems to be a common

to be a common binding partner of

chriStiAn berger 5 ---------------------------------------- poStdoc
ryAn conder ---------------------------------------------- poStdoc
chriStoph JüSchKe --------------------------------------- poStdoc
tAKAShi niShimurA --------------------------------------- poStdoc
mAriA piA poStiglione ----------------------------------- poStdoc
JenS chriStiAn SchwAmborn 4 --------------------------- poStdoc
FrederiK wirtz-peitz 2 ------------------------------------ poStdoc
yunli Xie 8 ------------------------------------------------- poStdoc
mASAKAzu yAmAzAKi 1 ------------------------------------ poStdoc
AnJA FiScher ----------------------------------------- phd Student
SpyroS goulAS -------------------------------------- phd Student
heiKe hArzer 6---------------------------------------- phd Student
Federico mAuri -------------------------------------- phd Student
JenniFer mummery-widmer ------------------------ phd Student
rAlph neumüller ----------------------------------- phd Student
mArKo repic 7 ---------------------------------------- phd Student
conStAnce richter ---------------------------------- phd Student
ViVien rollAnd -------------------------------------- phd Student
eVA mAriA riegler 3 ----------------------------- diplomA Student
thomAS Stöger 6 ------------------------------- diplomA Student
elKe Kleiner ----------------------------------------- lAb mAnAger
noriKo niShimurA 4 ------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
AngelA mAriA peer ------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt

such dramatically different properties

cells during mitosis (Fig. 1B, C). one

task of this protein family. We found

Brat and Mei-p26. Argonaute-1 is well

and how defects in this asymmetry can

of them is the tumour suppressor

that the Brat-like protein Mei-p26

known for its key function in the micro

contribute to tumour formation, are the

Brat (Brain tumour). We found Brat

regulates proliferation in stem cells

RnA pathway. Argonaute is part of the

questions we are trying to resolve.

by mass-spectometry in a search for

of the Drosophila ovary. ovarian stem

RnA-induced silencing complex (RIsC)

until mArch , 2 until June, 3 until July, 4 until noVember,
5
Since July, 6 Since noVember, 7 Since September, 8 Since June
1

proteins regulating fly brain develop-

cells depend on a signal coming from

that uses short double stranded RnA

During Drosophila development,

ment (Fig. 2A). When neuroblasts

the surrounding stem cell niche. After

molecules to inhibit gene activity.

thousands of neurons arise from stem

divide, Brat localises into a crescent

division, one daughter cell looses niche

our genetic experiments show that

cell-like precursors called neuroblasts.

overlying one of the two spindle poles,

contact and no longer receives the

Mei-p26 inhibits the activity of a large

neuroblasts undergo repeated rounds

so that it is inherited by only one of

signal. After a few transit amplifying

number of micro RnAs. In the ovarian

of asymmetric cell division during which

the two daughter cells (Fig. 1B). In

divisions, this cell upregulates Mei-p26.

stem cells, these micro RnAs are active,

they form a large and a small daughter

the absence of Brat, cell growth and

Like Brat, Mei-p26 inhibits cell growth

but when Mei-p26 is upregulated,

cell (Fig. 1A). While the small daughter

proliferation are no longer restricted

and proliferation so that this cell will

their activity is compromised. since

cell divides only once more into two

to only one cell. As a consequence,

exit the mitotic cycle and undergo

micro RnAs are required for ovarian

differentiating neurons, the large cell

both cells proliferate leading to an

dif ferentiation. In the absence of

stem cell self renewal, this allows
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Figure 1: How cells divide asymmetrically.
A. Drosophila neuroblasts divide asymmetrically in a stem cell-like fashion.
crescent B. During each neuroblast division, Brat (green) localises into a
cortical crescent and is inherited by only one of the two daughter cells.
C. Live imaging of asymmetric cell division. stills from a movie (available
on our website) of asymmetric cell division in the Drosophila peripheral
nervous system. histone-RFp (red, to visualise chromatin) and pon-GFp
(green, to visualise asymmetric protein segregation) are recorded.

Figure 1
proliferation control in
Drosophila and mouse
stem cells

brain. For this, DnA is injected into

to identify the genes that regulate

the dividing progenitor cells that line

stem cell proliferation, we use a com-

the ventricular surface of the brain.

bination of genome-wide screens in

By using RnAi and overexpression

Drosophila and transient transgenic

constructs together with GFp markers,

mouse techniques. We have used a

we can study the gain and loss of

library of transgenic flies expressing

function effect of candidate genes on

hairpin RnAi constructs for essentially

the proliferation and differentiation

every gene in the fly genome (gen-

pattern of mouse neural progenitor

erated by Barry Dickson) to screen

cells. so far, these experiments have

for genes affecting asymmetric cell

revealed a striking functional conserva-

differentiation and ensures proper

division in the Drosophila peripheral

tion of Brat-like proteins in regulating

cell cycle control during Drosophila

and central nervous systems and have

stem cell proliferation. ultimately,

oogenesis. thus, Brat/Mei-p26 proteins

identified a number of new genes

we will transfer our knowledge to

might use the micro RnA pathway to

af fecting these important biologi-

adult stem cells to understand how

control stem cell proliferation.

cal processes. Most of the genes are

stem cells control proliferation and

conserved and to characterise their

lineage in our body and how these

mammalian homologues, we use in

processes are deregulated in tumour

utero electroporation into the mouse

development.

A

B

C

Figure 2

A

Brat

the ventricle of the developing brain
and electroporated specifically into

Figure 2: Stem cell-derived tumour formation in Drosophila. A. the Brat protein
family. nhL domains are red, Coiled coil motifs green, B-boxes (Zn-finger like
motifs) blue and Ring fingers yellow. B. Larval brain from a wild type (left)
and brat mutant animal. neuroblasts are green, differentiating neurons are
red. Brat brains show a dramatic overproliferation of neuroblasts.
Figure 3: Analysis of progenitor cell proliferation in the mouse brain. Crosssection through the developing mouse neocortex (DnA in magenta)
on day 15 of embryonic development. GFp (green) was introduced by in
utero electroporation specifically into dividing progenitor cells one day
before fixation. Cell bodies (p) and characteristic radial glia processes (R) of
transfected progenitors as well as the neurons that have developed from
them (n) are visible.

Figure 3

N
R

B

Mei-P26

P

TRIM-2/3
TRIM-32
wild type

brat mutant

ReseaRch gRoups

thomAS mArloVitS

design and Function of molecular machines
thomas.marlovits@imba.oeaw.ac.at
the Molecular Design

complex is formed by multiple copies

rotational symmetries or oligomeric

maintain life at a cellular level. We are

Made up of more than twent y

of only five proteins: prgh, prgK, and

states are present in the population of

aiming to understand the fundamental

proteins, t tsss assemble into large

InvG build up the membrane-associated

the ‘needle complex’ and the ‘base’.

molecular design, assembly processes,

“molecular nanomachines” composed

base-structure, prgJ, the inner rod, and

Whether all of these complexes have

and mechanistic details of such higher-

of a set of soluble as well as mem-

prgI, the needle filament extending

a physiological role remains an open

ordered structures.

brane proteins. All of the structural

into the extracellular environment

question.

components as well as other proteins

(Figure 1).

Molecular machines are essential to

host-pathogen-Interaction

involved in the step-wise assembly

our analysis revealed a new struc-

Gram negative pathogens, like

process (Figure 1C) and function are

In order to investigate the molecular

tural component, the inner rod, which

Salmonella, Yersinia, or Shigella, use the

encoded on specific pathogenicity

mechanism of type III secretion, we

is located in the centre of the needle

thomAS c. mArloVitS
Joint imp-imbA group leAder

type III secretion system (ttss) to initiate

islands.

first set out to determine structural

complex. It extends the secretion path

components of the t tss (Figure 2A).

from the base into the needle filament,
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AgAtA KoSArewicz ----------------------------------- phd Student
JeSuS FernAndez rodriguez ------------------------ phd Student
oliVer SchrAidt ------------------------------------- phd Student
mAtthiAS brunner ----------------------------- diplomA Student
JuliA rAdicS ------------------------------------- diplomA Student
wolFgAng Schmied ---------------------------- diplomA Student
mArKuS höpFner ------------------------------- Summer Student
wolFgAng weber ----------- lAb mAnAger/technicAl ASSiStAnt

is a complex macromolecular system

the most prominent substructure

We were challenged by the mega-

and also serves as an anchor to stably

that serves as a structural platform

of the t tss is known as the “needle

dalton size of the complex, its natural

connect the needle filament with the

to make physical contact between

complex”, a cylindrical, needle-shaped

composition (membrane and soluble

base (Figure 1e). During assembly the

the host cells and pathogens and

and membrane-embedded organelle

proteins), and the limited availability.

inner rod and the needle filament are

mediates the unidirectional transport

protruding from the bacterial envelope

nevertheless, we were able to purify

added as new structural components

of bacterial toxins (effector proteins)

(Figure 1e). the needle complex is

sufficient amounts of the entire ‘needle

to the base. As a consequence, it

into eukaryotic cells (Figure 1A, 1B).

believed to ser ve as a conduit for

complex’ and its precursor, the ‘base’, by

must undergo large conformational

these systems are essential for a

the safe transport of virulence fac-

a combination of detergent extraction

rearrangements, which demonstrates

successful infection resulting in well

tors from the bacterial cy toplasm

and size separation by velocity gradient

the flexible but also stable property

known clinical symptoms ranging

through a number of natural barriers

centrifugation. A detailed structural

of the base (Figure 1 and 2). While

from mild headaches and diarrhoea

into eukaryotic cells. In Salmonella

analysis by three-dimensional electron

functionally, this dynamic behaviour

to even life-threatening diseases such

typhimurium, which serves as our model

cryo-microscopy and single particle

is a crucial event during the assembly

as typhoid fever or bubonic plaque.

for bacterial delivery systems, this

analysis finally revealed that several

phase, in which the secretion machine

infection in eukaryotic cells. the ttss
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Figure 1
C

Assembly

SipA

The structure of the needle complex. surface renderings and projections
of the ~30 nm wide needle complex obtained from three-dimensional
image reconstruction from vitrified needle complexes.

Figure 3:

Mass spectrometry of derivatized complexes. Isolated complexes are
chemically derivatized and analysed by sDs-pAGe and mass spectrometry.
the determination of crosslinked peptides of shifted bands indicate
positions near or identical to the interaction epitopes within a complex.
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Figure 2:

Secretion

IagB

SopE
SopE2
SopB
Cdc42
Rac
GDP

The type III secretion system. (A) the type III secretion system is
essential to deliver virulence factors such as sope or sopB into eukaryotic
cells. (B) (e) needle-like structures (appr. 50 nm) that extend into the
extracellular environment are visible on the surface of osmotically shocked
S. typhimurium and can be released after detergent treatment (D). (C)
Formation of intermediate substructures during assembly. once the growth
of the needle filament is terminated the type III secretion system changes
substrate specificity and delivers effector proteins (reprogramming phase).
(e) schematic representation of the salmonella needle complex and its
components. prgh, prgK, and InvG make up the membrane-embedded
base structure, whereas prgI forms the helical filament protruding into
the extracellular environment. the inner rod anchors the filament into the
base.

Figure 2

A
actin

Figure 1:

Inner rod
Inner
rings

InvG
PrgJ
PrgH/K

is reprogrammed to become com-

What nucleates the assembly of the

petent for the secretion of virulence

ttss? how are the individual proteins

factors, structurally, it underlines the

organised in the ttss? how dynamic is

importance of specific interaction

the entire assembly process? how does

epitopes critical for assembly into

the export machinery interface with

a functional unit. to this end we

the needle complex? What determines

have established a method that uses

the substrate specificity for protein

high-resolution mass spectrometry

secretion? We have begun to address

of chemically derivatized complexes,

some of these questions, and we hope

to determine interaction sites and

that by understanding the molecular

consequently topological information

mechanism of ttss-mediated protein

about individual proteins within larger

transport we may provide the basis for

macromolecular complexes (Figure

the development of novel therapeutic

3).

strategies to either inhibit its activity

Marlovits fig1 08

Although the design of the t tss
appears to be conceptually simple,

Figure 3

or modif y the system for targeted
drug delivery.

structural characterisation of the needle
complex is at an early stage, leaving
many questions unanswered:
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conditional knockout mouse to remove

RnAs in wild type mouse embryonic

the inhibitor from tissues in which it

fibroblast cells (MeFs) and RnAs present

biology. On one side, it has “created” RNAi,

Controlling miRnA
expression at the posttranscriptional level:

is expressed, and express it where it

in MeF cells engineered to encode a

bringing genetics to mammalian cells.

starting from large volumes of heLa

is absent, and c) study its potential

kinase-inactive version of hClp1. We

In parallel, it has uncovered microRNAs

cytoplasmic extracts, we used classical

role in controlling the expression of

will perform deep sequencing to reveal

(miRNAs), a class of small RNAs that tune

chromatography and affinity-purification

other miRnAs.

the identity of Clp1-phosphorylated

the expression of a large portion of the

techniques to isolate an inhibitory

genome. Our laboratory uses biochemistry

protein that prevents the cleavage

to reveal novel enzymatic and non-

of the ~70 nt, miRnA-138-2 precursor

The discovery of RNA silencing phenomena
has made a tremendous, dual impact on

RnAs and assign Clp1 to specific RnA

enzymatic factors in RNA silencing and

into the mature, 23-24 nt miRnA-138

Revealing the cellular
functions of the RnAkinase hClp1:

JAVier mArtinez
group leAder

global RNA metabolism. Within RNA

by the Rnase-III enzyme Dicer. After

We have previously repor ted the

silencing, we focus on the control of miRNA

concatenating eight purification steps,

identification of human Clp1 (hClp1)

searching for the elusive
ligase activity in the tRnA
splicing pathway:
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KAtrin heindl ---------------------------------------- phd Student
gregor obernoSterer------------------------------- phd Student
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clArA JAnA lui buSch -------------------------- diplomA Student
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expression at the post-transcriptional level

mass spectrometry analysis revealed

as an RnA-kinase that phosphorylates

two pathways seem to coexist in

and the role of miRNAs in metastasis and

the presence of very few proteins in

the tRnA 3’ exon during tRnA splic-

human cells to splice pre-tRnA mol-

synaptic plasticity. Our interest in RNA

the fraction containing the highest

ing. hClp1 is also part of the mRnA

ecules. they differ in the source of the

metabolism stems from the identification

inhibitory activity. We are currently

3’ end formation complex, with a

phosphate group that remains at the

of the first and likely multifunctional (si)

validating these candidates. Finding

still enigmatic func tion. We have

splice-junction after ligation of tRnA

RNA kinase hClp1, which led us to revisit

the inhibitor y factor will allow us

developed a method to enrich and

5’ and 3’ exons. tRnA-ligase activities

and further study the processes of tRNA

to a) investigate the expression of

identify endogenous substrates of Clp1.

have been extensively described in

splicing and mRNA 3’ end formation in

the inhibitor in different tissues and

the experiment entails a comparison

cell extracts, however the encoding

mammalian cells.

developmental stages, b) generate a

between 5’ de novo phosphorylated

genes remained unidentified. We have

metabolic pathways.
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Figure 1A: siRnA duplexes displaying 3’ phosphate and 5’ hydroxyl termini become
ligated (in orange) upon incubation with cytoplasmic extracts and Atp.
the reaction most probably occurs through a 2’ – 3’ cyclic phosphate
intermediate.
Figure 1B: the “animal” tRnA splicing pathway in human cells. the phosphate at
the phosphodiester bond (in light green) originates from the 2’ – 3’ cyclic
phosphate.
Figure 1C: heLa cells were treated with siRnAs against the candidate gene for the
siRnA-ligase activity (Fig. 1A). extracts prepared from these cells were unable
to process pre-tRnAs into mature tRnAs. therefore, the same polypeptide
seems to exert both siRnA-ligase and tRnA-ligase activities.

Figure 1
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observed that siRnAs displaying a 3’

have purified a factor with siRnA-

of 3’ phosphorylated siRnAs but also

phosphate and a 5’ hydroxyl group

ligase activity from large amounts

abolishes tRnA maturation, making

undergo ligation in heLa cell extracts

of heLa cy toplasmic extracts and

it a strong candidate for the elusive

(Fig. 1A). this reaction resembles the

identified a candidate factor. strikingly,

tRnA ligase activity (Fig. 1C).

ligation of 5’ and 3’ exons in the “animal”

RnAi-mediated knock-down of this

tRnA splicing pathway (Fig. 1B). We

factor impairs not only the ligation

3’-exon
5’-exon
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Small rnA-directed dnA elimination in Tetrahymena
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Transposable elements are molecular

Mac is polyploid and transcriptionally

protein Dcl1p and associate with the

of EMA1 Ko strains, including loss

parasites that are able to move from

active whereas Mic is diploid and

Argonaute protein twi1p. Dcl1p and

of selective down-regulation of sc-

one genome position to another. Our

transcriptionally inert during vegeta-

twi1p are required for accumulation

nRnAs homologous to Mac-destined

cells have a mechanism to silence these

tive growth. In the sexual process of

and/or targeting of h3K9me/h3K27me/

sequences, loss of h3K9 and K 27

potentially harmful elements: locking

conjugation, Mic forms both new

pdd1p and for DnA elimination. thus,

methylations in the developing new

transposable elements into a closed form

Mac and Mic and the parental Mac

heterochromatin formation occurs

Macs, and failure to eliminate DnA. We

of chromatin, called heterochromatin.

is destroyed. During the develop-

downstream of the RnAi-related

have further demonstrated that twi1p

Chemically, both transposable elements

ment of the new Mac, ~6000 Internal

mechanism in the DnA elimination

interacts with non-coding transcripts

and the other parts of the genome are

eliminated sequences (Iess) are removed

pathway.

derived from parental and developing

just stretches of DNA. So how can cells

(DnA elimination) and the remaining

KAzuFumi mochizuiKi
group leAder

distinguish junk from precious DNA?

sequences are re-ligated. Iess are mostly

Several pieces of evidence suggest
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that tiny RNAs, ~20–30 nucleotides in

Since noVember
2
Since october
1

macronuclei and that this interaction
is greatly reduced in the absence of

moderately repeated in Mic and many

RnA helicase ema1p and
non-coding RnA

of them are related to transposable

Complementarity between Iess and

ema1p probably functions in DnA

length, act as security guards to identify

elements. heterochromatin is involved

scnRnAs likely underlies the hetero-

elimination by stimulating base-pairing

transposable elements. Our group studies

in Ies elimination. In Tetrahymena,

chromatin formation and the Ies

interactions between scnRnAs and

how these short RNAs lock transposable

heterochromatin components, methy-

elimination process in Tetrahymena.

non-coding transcripts in both parental

elements into heterochromatins using

lated histone h3 on lysine 9 (h3K9me),

however, the mechanism by which

and developing Macs (Figure 2). A

the tiny-hairy protozoan Tetrahymena

h3K27me and the chromodomain

scnRnAs identif y Ies sequences is

small RnA–nascent RnA interaction

as a model.

protein pdd1p, are specifically associ-

not well understood. scnRnAs are

in heterochromatin formation has

ated with eliminated Ies sequences

complexed with the Argonaute protein

also been proposed in fission yeast.

and are essential for DnA elimination.

twi1p. We have demonstrated that a

therefore, RnA–RnA interaction may

We previously demonstrated that

twi1p-associated putative RnA helicase

regulate heterochromatin formation

the ciliated protozoan Tetrahymena

small (~28 nt) scan (scn) RnAs are

ema1p is required for the interaction

in a wide variety of eukaryotes.

(Figure 1) has a macronucleus (Mac)

also involved in DnA elimination.

between twi1p and chromatin. this

and a micronucleus (Mic) in each cell.

scnRnAs are produced by the Dicer

requirement explains the phenotypes

small RnA-directed DnA
elimination

ema1p. these results indicate that
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Figure 1

Figure 1:

Tetrahymena thermophila. Tetrahymena is a unicellular eukaryote. It has
many cilia on its cell surface (green = anti-alpha tubulin staining). Tetrahymena
has two different nuclei (stained purple), a smaller micronucleus (Mic) and a
larger macronucleus (Mac).

Figure 2:

Proposed roles of Ema1p and non-coding RNA. In the early stages of
conjugation, bidirectional ncRnA transcription (blue wavy lines) occurs
in the Mic and the transcripts are processed to scnRnAs by Dcl1p. the
scnRnAs are then transferred to the cytoplasm where they form a complex
with twi1p. then, the scnRnA-twi1p complex localises in the parental Mac
in the mid stages of conjugation. In parallel, ncRnAs are made from parental
Mac (red wavy lines). We propose that interactions between scnRnAs and
the parental Mac ncRnAs induce degradation of scnRnAs. ema1p (drawn in
purple) likely functions in this selective elimination of scnRnAs by unwinding
the parental Mac ncRnAs to enhance the scnRnA–ncRnA interaction. next,
the remaining Ies-specific scnRnAs localise to the developing new Mac in
the late stages of conjugation. the interaction between scnRnA and new
Mac ncRnAs (green wavy lines) recruits a complex containing the histone
methyltransferase ezl1p to induce h3K9/K27me. Again, we propose that
ema1p is involved in the homology dependent methylation of h3K9/27
by enhancing the interaction between scnRnAs and their complementary
nascent new Mac ncRnAs. then, h3K9/27me attracts pdd1p to establish
heterochromatin, which serves as a platform to attract an unidentified
endonuclease excisase that cuts out the Ies and rejoins the flanking
sequences (Aronica et al., Genes & Dev. 2008).

Figure 3:

HEN1-mediated 2´-O-methylation stabilises scnRNAs in Tetrahymena.
total RnA from wild-type (wt) and HEN1 knockout (DHEN1, D) strains was
extracted at the indicated time points of conjugation, run on a sequencing
gel, and stained with a nucleic acid-specific fluorescent dye. scnRnAs in
DHEN1 cells became shorter and less abundant as conjugation proceeded
compared to wt scnRnAs at the same time points.

Figure 2

2´-o-methylation stabilises
scnRnAs

elimination and the production

In s om e euk ar yotes, 3’-ter minal

of sexual progeny are affected

2´-o-methylation stabilises small RnAs

in HEN1 knockout strains. hen1p-

but its biological significance remains

mediated 2´- o -methylation

unclear. We have demonstrated that

therefore stabilises scnRnA

(Figure 3). Consequently, DnA

scnRnAs are 2´-o-methylated at their 3´

and ensures DnA elimination

ends. We have also found that the RnA

in Tetrahymena. t his s tudy

methyltransferase hen1p is responsible

clearly showed that 3’-terminal

for scnRnA 2´-o-methylation. In the

2´-o-methylation on a specific

absence of hen1p, the length and

class of small RnAs regulates

abundance of scnRnAs are gradually

the function of a specific RnAi

reduced as conjugation proceeds

pathway.

Figure 3
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With the advent of human genetics, a

of these mitochondrial deficiencies

initiate insulin resistance. however,

major world-wide lethal pandemic.

plethora of genes have been correlated

remained an enigma.

our data clearly show that a primary

the high lethality of h5n1 or sARs

genetic oxphos defect results in an

infections as well as their economic

models have proven to be extremely

to investigate the relationship between

increase in insulin sensitivit y and

and social impact makes it paramount

valuable for elucidating the essential

oxphos and insulin resistance at the

prevents the onset of diabetes and

to explore novel disease mechanisms

functions of genes in normal physiology

genetic level, we generated a novel

obesity. these findings carry profound

and common therapeutic targets of

and the pathogenesis of disease. Using

mouse model with a muscle- and

implications for the understanding of

ARDs. the same clinical syndrome

gene-targeted mice my group is attempting

liver-specific primary oxphos deficit

basic metabolism and the development

of ALI is observed in sepsis, gastric

to model human disease and to genetically

that faithfully mimics that of insulin

of future therapies towards insulin

acid aspiration, or pulmonary infec-

dissect disease mechanisms.

resistant human subjects. Against all

resistance, diabetes, and obesit y

tions with anthrax in multiple species

expectations, full metabolic analyses

(pospisilik et al., Cell 2007).

ranging from birds, rodents, tigers,

with human diseases. Genetic animal
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1
2

until April
until July

oxphos defects in mice
and the development of
diabetes and obesity

revealed improved glucose tolerance,

type-2 diabetes and obesity represent

and primates to humans.
to identif y genes that control the

uptake machinery. these mice displayed

the role of oxidative stress
and tLR4 in acute lung
injury

the largest and fastest growing epidemic

virtually complete resistance to obesity

Most patients who died of sARs

allows us to model ALI (Imai et al.,

in the world and affect hundreds of

and diabetes even under the pressures

developed the acute respirator y

nature 2005; Kuba et al., nature Med.

millions of people. the pathological

of a high fat diet (Figure 1). similar to

distress syndrome (ARDs) – the most

2005). Intriguingly, in congenic and

mechanisms underlying insulin resis-

the muscle- and liver-specific oxphos

severe form of acute lung injury (ALI).

knock-out experiments, innate tLR4-

tance in diabetes and obesity are poorly

deficiency, a generalised oxphos deficit

ARDs was also the cause of death in

tRIF-tRAF6-nFkB immune signaling

understood. It has been proposed that

did not predispose towards insulin

millions of people during the spanish

was identified as a key disease pathway

defective mitochondrial oxphos plays

resistance and again protected against

Influenza pandemic. Recently, h5n1

that controls the severity of ALI (Figure

a causal role in the development of

the development of diabetes and

avian influenza virus infections have

3). Mechanistically, chemical as well

diabetes and obesity. however, the

obesity. the predominant hypothesis

spread through the world prompting

as viral lung pathogens trigger the

causative or compensator y nature

predicts that primary oxphos defects

the fear that h5n1 might cause a

oxidative stress machinery resulting

enhanced insulin sensitivity, and a
general up-regulation of the glucose

severity of ALI, we previously developed
an “intensive care unit” for mice that
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Figure 2

50μm

case1

case2

Human H5N1

Figure 1

Figure 1:

Loss of AIF in muscle (MAIFKo) results in reduced development of adiposity
when mice were fed a high fat diet from 3 to 8 weeks of age. Deletion of loxp
flanked exon 7 of the Aif-allele by Mck-driven transgenic cre recombinase
resulted in muscle-specific AIF deletion termed MAIFKo. h&e staining of
white adipose tissue is shown. (pospisilik et al., Cell 2007)

Figure 2:

Immunohistochemistry of oxpLs in lungs from two different patients
infected with h5n1 avian influenza virus (upper pan els), and two different
patients infected with sARs-coronavirus (lower panels). (Imai et al., Cell
2008).

Figure 3:

schematic diagram depicting the role of tLR4, tRIF, tRAF6, and defined
cytokines in acute lung injury. the scheme is based on our genetic
dissection of lung injury pathways. (Imai et al., Cell 2008)

Figure 3

Control

50μm
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TLR4 TLR3

Human SARS

TLR9

TRIF
MyD88

MAIFKO
IRAK4

TBK1

TRAF6

in Ros generation, tLR4 upregulation,

ncf1, which controls Ros production,

our data show that the acute onset

and the local production of oxidized

improves the severity of h5n1-mediated

of severe lung injury caused by dif-

phospholipids (oxpLs). oxpLs can

lung injury. Finally, chemical injury,

ferent pathogens critically depends

directly trigger ALI in vivo, dependent on

infec tions of humans with h5n1

on activation of the oxidative stress

tLR4 expression. pulmonary challenge

avian influenza or sARs-coronavirus

machiner y that couples to innate

with an inactivated h5n1 avian influ-

(Figure 2), and infections of different

immunity (Imai et al., Cell, 2008).

enza virus rapidly induces lung injury

species with anthrax, monkey pox

in vivo with oxpL formation. Loss of

virus, or Yersinia pestis, result in the

tLR4 and tRIF expression protected

formation of oxpLs in the lung.

mice from ALI in response to inactivated

TRAF6

IKKε

IRF-3

NF-κB

Cytokine storm
(i.e. IL-6)

Acute Lung Injury

h5n1 viruses. Importantly, deletion of
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living Drosophila (Figure 1C to h). We

of protein binding and transcription

combine quantitative measurements

upon cell fate transitions. We are using

Part of the answer lies in the Polycomb

how does pRe/RtRe
regulation change during
mitosis and differentiation?

with mathematical modelling (Figure

in vitro differentiation of mouse es cells

and Trithorax groups of proteins. We

the pcG are essential for maintaining

1B). In this way, we hope to understand

into neural progenitors and neurons,

aim to understand this epigenetic

the correct identities of both stem

in quantitative terms, how a system in

in combination with high resolution

regulatory system on both the molecular

cells and dif ferentiated cells. how

constant flux can ensure both stability

tiling arrays, to document transitions

and the genomic levels, in terms of the

does this regulatory system maintain a

and flexibility.

in pcG and trxG binding, chromatin

design, function and evolution of its

stable memory of transcriptional states,

components.

but nevertheless allow for change?

In addition, we are using the developing

How do different cell types remember their
identities over many cell generations?

modifications and gene transcription
upon differentiation (Figure 3).

to answer these questions we use

Drosophila eye as a model system in

leonie ringroSe
group leAder

the polycomb (pcG) and trithorax

experimental systems in which we

which to study specific pRe/ tRes.

What makes a pRe/tRe?

( tr x G) gro up s o f p roteins wo r k

can observe and manipulate mitosis

the pcG and trxG are essential for

Fly pRe/tRes are complex combina-

robert heinen ------------------------------------------- poSt doc
Adelheid lemprAdl ------------------------------------- poSt doc
JoAo FonSecA ---------------------------------------- phd Student
corneliA gänger ------------------------------------ phd Student
betül heKimoglu ------------------------------------ phd Student
FrAnK ruge ------------------------------------------ phd Student
eVA dworSchAK--------------------------------- diplomA Student
helenA oKulSKi --------------------------------- diplomA Student
chriStinA Altmutter ----------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
dominiK hAndler --------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt

antagonistically on the same target

and differentiation.

correct eye development (Figure 2A,

torial DnA elements with a flexible

B). A key target gene of the pcG and

design. the sequence requirements

or active (trxG) transcription states.

paradoxically, although the silenced

trxG in this tissue is the eyes absent

for pRe/tRe function in flies are not

Both groups of proteins work as large

and activated states perpetuated by the

gene, a master regulator of eye cell

fully understood. to throw light on

complexes that can modify nearby

pcG and trxG are stable over many cell

identity. We have generated transgenic

this question, we collaborate with

chromatin. In flies and vertebrates

generations, the proteins themselves

reporter flies with which we examine

bioinformaticians (Marc Rehmsmeier,

the pcG and trxG operate on several

associate with their targets as dynamic

the dynamic regulation of the eyes

university of Bielefeld/GMI Vienna). We

hundred developmentally important

complexes, in constant flux between

absent pRe/tRe during mitosis and

have examined the evolution of these

genes, which they recognise through

bound and free pools (Figure 1A, B). to

differentiation in the developing eye

elements across several Drosophila

specialised DnA elements called pRe/

study this dynamic behaviour in the

(Figure 2C, D).

species, showing that pRe/tRe evolu-

tRes (polycomb/trithorax Response

context of cell differentiation, we use

elements, Figure 1A).

live imaging of GFp-tagged pcG and

In mammals, defined cell differentiation

showing that the evolution of pRe/

trxG proteins in developing tissues of

systems enable genomic scale analysis

tRes goes far beyond the gradual

genes, to maintain repressed (pcG)

tion is extraordinarily dynamic. By
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Figure 1

Figure 1:

(A) pcG and trxG proteins are recruited to their targets by DnA binding
proteins (blue and red symbols), that recognise DnA elements called pRe/
tRes. this binding is highly dynamic. (B) this system is modelled using
differential equations. Quantitative parameters are determined from live
imaging experiments. the plot shows a simulation of polycomb binding
to chromosomes after mitosis. (C-F) Dsp1 is a DnA binding protein that
recruits pcG proteins. Dsp1:eGFp in (C) 1-hour-old embryo (D) 2.5-hour-old
embryo, (e, F) larval salivary gland. (e) 3D reconstruction of whole salivary
gland nucleus. (F) single optical section. Individual Dsp1:eGFp bound
loci are visible as distinct bands (arrow). (G, h) pC:eGFp in sensory organ
precursor cell (sop). (G) Interphase. (h) Metaphase. pC:eGFp is green (all
cells). Chromatin is red (sop only).

Figure 2:

(A) Wild type Drosophila eye. (B) eye specific RnAi knockdown of the trxG
gene moira gives severe proliferation defects. pcG knockdown causes
overgrowth and cell identity defects (not shown). (C) transgene reporter
for eyes absent (eya) regulation. the GFp reporter is fused in frame to exon
2 of the eya gene. the construct contains the upstream enhancer and the
intronic pRe/tRe. (D) In situ hybridisation to GFp RnA in the eye imaginal
disc of 3rd instar larva carrying the reporter construct. the reporter
recapitulates the correct eya pattern in the morphogenetic furrow, in
which cells are undergoing differentiation. By manipulation of the pRe/tRe
sequence in the reporter, we will examine its changing role during eye cell
differentiation.

Figure 3:

protein binding (red) and transcriptional profiling (black) on a single
microarray platform. Monolayer differentiation of mouse es cells to neural
progenitors was followed by FACs sorting of GFp-marked precursors to
obtain pure populations. (A) Chromatin Ip against the pcG protein suZ12 in
es cells shows a strong binding site upstream of the pou3f3 gene (red box).
(B) cDnA hybridisation to the same microarray platform shows that the
gene is silent in es cells. (C) upon differentiation to neural progenitors, the
gene is activated. Red boxes: non-coding transcription through the suZ12
binding site correlates with activation of the gene.

sequence requirements for mammalian
pRe/tRe function.

how do non-coding RnAs
regulate pRe/tRes?
In flies, non-coding RnAs are involved
in pRe/tRe regulation, but the molecular details remain obscure. We
have identified novel non-coding
pRe/tRe RnAs transcribed from the
Drosophila vestigial (vg) locus. the
vg gene is a master developmental

Figure 2

regulator required to determine wing
identity. Remarkably, we find that
ectopic expression of the vg pRe/
tRe RnA from a transgene in flies is
sufficient to cause activation of the
endogenous vg gene. We are now
working to elucidate the molecular
mechanism of this trans activation.

Figure 3

We are also working in our mouse
neural differentiation system to identify
similar non-coding pRe/tRe RnAs in
mammals (Figure 3).

adaptation of pre-existing elements,

pRe/ tRe function. In mammals, we

this study documents a novel dimen-

know still less about what makes a

sion of cis-regulatory evolution, and

pRe/tRe. We are using reporter assays

brings us closer to understanding the

in mouse es cells in combination with

essential sequence requirements for

computational analysis to address the
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Vic SmAll

unveiling the mechanisms of cell migration
vic.small@imba.oeaw.ac.at
It moves - it’s alive! In the micro-cosmos of

composed of networks of actin filaments

cellular matrix and other cells to allow

filaments, without resorting to low

our body tissue movement is likewise vital

and filopodia, finger-like rods of bundled

traction and retraction. Anchorage

dose imaging (Fig.1). this finding opens

to life – and can contribute to death! Organ

actin filaments. In both lamellipodia

must be transitory and we are therefore

the way to a two pronged approach,

development, wound repair and immune

and filopodia the actin filaments have

also interested in how adhesions are

alongside cryo-eM tomography, to

defense all rely on the movement of single

their fast growing plus-ends directed

assembled and disassembled during

resolve actin filament architecture

cells or cell groups. And in metastasis,

forwards, and actin monomers are

the migration process. More recent

in protruding assemblies. We are

renegade cells that escape from primary

inserted at the interface of the filament

interest has also focused on the process

currently focusing on collecting 3D

tumours find their way, by migration, to

plus-ends and the membrane via the

of migration in vivo, using Drosophila

information from lamellipodia in motile

propagate in multiple sites elsewhere.

activity of protein complexes that

as a model system. here we have

cells – keratocytes, fibroblasts and

Discovering how cells move is therefore

initiate and drive actin polymerisation.

taken advantage of the RnAi fly library

melanoma cells. this effort will include

Vic SmAll
Senior ScientiSt

important for understanding normal and

to understand how actin filaments

facility at IMBA/IMp to screen for gene

the application of recently developed

pathological processes, with perspectives

push in lamellipodia, biochemical

products required for the migration

techniques for correlated live cell

mAriA nemethoVA ---------------------------------StAFF ScientiSt
edit urbAn ------------------------------------------------ poStdoc
zhengrui Xi ----------------------------------------------- poStdoc
nAtAliA AndreyeVA ------------------------phd Student/poStdoc
SteFAn KoeStler ---------------------------phd Student/poStdoc
hAnnAh neumeier -------------------------phd Student/poStdoc
bernAdette boSSe ------------------------------ diplomA Student
mArtin breuSS ---------------------------------- diplomA Student
mArlene Vinzenz ------------------------------- diplomA Student
SonJA Auinger -------------------------------------- lAb mAnAger

of bringing unwanted events under control.

information about ac tin filament

of border cells in the Drosophila egg

imaging and eM tomography, which

So what do we already know about cell

dynamics in vitro and in vivo must

chamber.

will allow us to correlate protrusion

movement and migration?

be integrated with structural details

speed with the 3D architecture of the

by electron microscopy (eM). one of

electron tomography of
the actin nanomotor

actin nanomotor. In preparation for

A primary player in cell migration is
actin, a major protein in all cells that

our research projects deals with the

As from March 2008 an FeI polara 300kV

initials tests have shown that we can

polymerises into filaments. Cells exploit

development of eM procedures to

eM became operational for tomography

obtain vitreously frozen, unfixed cells

two properties of actin filaments to

resolve the three-dimensional organisa-

in the IMp/IMBA eM facility. our first

in ice layers that are thin enough for

move: the property to polymerise and

tion of actin filaments in protrusive

investigations using tomography

image acquisition. Low dose cryo-et

push, to ef fect protrusion and the

zones of migrating cells.

with the new microscope showed,

will be pursued in the coming year,

of lamellipodia structure, obtainable

cryo-electron tomography (cryo-et)

surprisingly, that negatively-stained

af ter installation of the necessar y

retraction. protrusion is effected by

Movement not only requires pushing,

cytoskeletons retain 3D integrity and

accessories on the polara platform.

lamellipodia, thin sheets of cytoplasm

but also anchorage with the extra-

deliver remarkable resolution of actin

ability to slide with myosin II, to drive
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Figure 1

Membrane trafficking and
adhesion recycling

adhesion complexes may be recycled

necessary for migration of the cluster

via this route. thus, we have shown that

through the egg chamber (Fig. 3).

Adhesion struc tures that form at

interference of trafficking pathways

hitherto, molecules of this family have

cell–matrix and cell–cell junctions

involving coated vesicles causes defects

been considered as restricted to the

are complex assemblies of transmem-

in focal adhesion organisation in heLa

neuronal synapse. Current interest

brane receptors, structural adaptors

cells (Fig. 2) and that one scaffolding

focuses on creating mutants for a

and signaling proteins. the means

protein in adhesion complexes as-

more detailed analysis of the role

by which molecules are cycled into

sociates with components of coated

of this molecule in migration of the

and out of adhesion complexes are

vesicles.

border cell group and on determining

currently unknown. evidence has

its localisation by immunoelectron

membrane trafficking for the recycling

Border cell migration in
Drosophila

of transmembrane integrins at cell–

In a genome-wide RnAi screen of border

matrix adhesions. our recent studies

cell migration we identified the cell

suggest that other components of

adhesion molecule “Wanderlust” as

however accumulated for a role of

microscopy.

Figure 1:

A, section of an electron microscope tomogram of a region at the front of
a fibroblast lamellipodium just behind the leading membrane showing the
network of actin filaments. B, three-dimensional tracing of actin filaments
(green) through the tomogram. the membrane boundary is shown in blue.
Bar, 250nm.

Figure 2:

Interference of vesicular trafficking pathways by siRnA depletion of
beta-Cop (vesicular CopI coat) and epsinR (vesicular clathrin coat) causes
defects in focal adhesion organisation accompanied by rearrangement of
the actin cytoskeleton. heLa cells were stained with anti-paxillin antibody
and phalloidin to visualise focal adhesions (in green) and actin (in red)
respectively.

Figure 3:

Wild type (A) and a homozygous “Wanderlust” mutant egg chamber (B)
stained for singed, e-Cadherin and DnA. Both are stage 10 egg chambers. In
egg chambers depleted of Wanderlust, the border cell cluster is trapped at
the anterior pole (arrowhead, B) and fails to migrate to the oocyte boundary
as in the wild type control (arrowhead, A).

Figure 2

Figure 3

ReseaRch gRoups
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Fly houSe

peter duchek

peter.duchek@imba.oeaw.ac.at
The Fly House provides research support

knock-out flies using an ends-out gene

with setting up crosses and scoring

for those scientists at the institute working

targeting method. With the need to

phenotypes.

with the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster

confirm the knock-down phenotypes

as a genetic model system.

obtained by several large-scale RnAi

With the growing number of researchers

screens with traditional loss-of-function

at the institute working with fruit

embryo injections

alleles, the demand for this service is

flies, we are aiming to enhance the

one of the cornerstones of the Fly house

expected to increase.

efficiency of our methods in order to

is the generation of transgenic fly lines.

and additionally plan to extend our

into a range of commonly used host

Fly stock maintenance and
plasmid collection

strains, including various landing site

In addition to looking after lab stock

and the management of large data

stocks for targeted integration, and

collections, we also keep several com-

sets.

subsequently perform all the neces-

monly used fly stocks. We also have

sary crosses to establish mapped and

a small plasmid collection consisting

balanced transgenic stocks.

mainly of vectors used for homolo-

We routinely inject DnA constructs

peter ducheK / heAd oF FAcility
SAbine AmAnn ----------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
SAbine bryndA ------------------------------ technicAl ASSiStAnt
SArA FArinA lopez -------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
SuSAnne gruber-pAier 2 -------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
gerAld hAAS -------------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
liSA KirSchner 3----------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
thereSA pritz 4 ------------------------------ technicAl ASSiStAnt
urSzulA puc 5 ------------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
clAudiA VAlentA ---------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
cuiping XiA 6 --------------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
pedro SerrAno drozdowSKyJ --------------------- progrAmmer
1

Since FebruAry
until mArch
3
until July
4
until noVember
5
Since mAy
6
until FebruAry
1
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increase capacities over the next year,

gous recombination, and are working

Gene targeting

towards improving available vectors

Although the use of homologous

by adding new features.

re combination to generate site specific mutations is a long established

Research support

technique in several genetic model

the Fly house also provides support

organisms, it has only recently become

and exper tise for research groups

possible in Drosophila. During the past

conduc ting large -scale proje c t s

year, we have star ted to generate

such as RnAi screens, where we help

ReseaRch suppoRt

support for database programming
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Stem cell center - gene rgeting unit
nit

austromouse@imp.ac.at

Manipulation of gene expression is an

electroporation of es cells with the

mice. We have developed a set of

important tool with which to unravel

targeting construct.

optimised techniques that allow the

current questions of development and

the unit also collects and maintains

successful and efficient isolation of

disease. In particular, the generation of

multiple “tool strains” – transgenic

es cells independent of their genetic

transgenic and gene targeted mice has

mouse lines used for the genetic

background, such as C57BL/6 x 129svJ F1

proven to be one of the most powerful

manipulation of the mouse genome.

crosses, but also FVB/n and C57BL/6n.

approaches to studying gene function

this collection includes Cre and Flp

the methods envisaged comprise the

both in physiological and pathological

recombinase-expressing transgenic lines

analysis of the karyotype, detection

contexts. The main objective of the “Stem

and Cre and Flp activity-reporter lines

of specific markers for pluripotency

Cell Centre – Gene Targeting Unit” is to

that are essential for the generation

(oct-4, sseA-1, alkaline phosphatase)

provide state of the art technologies for

and characterisation of conditional,

as well as the ability of es cells to

the manipulation of the mouse genome

inducible, and/or tissue specific mutant

colonise the germline of a developing

and the generation of genetically modified

mice. A collection of “es and vector

mouse embryo.

mouse strains.

tools”, neo resistant or neo/hygro/

We are also currently developing new

puro resistant feeders, various es

tools for high-throughput mouse

the “stem Cell Centre - Gene targeting”

cells, targeting vectors, overexpres-

generation, such as QuICK-Knock-Ins,

platform initiated by Gen-Au supports

sion vectors, and RnAi vectors can

tissue-specific and inducible expres-

researchers in the field of embryonic

be distributed on demand.

sion of transgenes, the “generation

stem (es) cells and gene targeting.

one major interest is the development

of homozygous es cell clones” and

Following targeting construct synthesis

and implementation of technolo-

establishment of feeder-free and

and validation, the service provides

gies to improve and accelerate the

serum-free es cells.

es cells and feeder cell dishes, and

generation of genetically modified
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From AuguSt 2008
From September 2008

Genome-wide RnAi and
memory formation

genic RnAi library [1] has revolutionised

possible. With an almost unlimited

Drosophila genetics. the VDRC, a joint

supply of sperm, his success depends

IMp-IMBA initiative, maintains, further

almost entirely on his ability to dis-

A Drosophila genome-wide trans-

develops and distributes this library.

criminate receptive virgin females

genic RNAi library has been generated,

In its first year and a half, the VDRC

from unreceptive females. If he is too

allowing researchers to systematically

has already delivered over 100,000

promiscuous, he may waste a lot of

study gene functions in specific tissues

lines to more than 1,000 registered

time and energy in futile courtship;

at specific developmental stages. The

users world-wide. this has been made

if he is too choosy, he will miss out

VDRC maintains, further develops and

possible in part through core funding

on excellent mating opportunities.

distributes this library to Drosophila

provided by the city of Vienna and

the right balance appears not to be

researchers world-wide.

the federal government, with the rest

hard-wired into the fly’s brain, but is

In our own research group, we use this

of the costs covered by user fees. We

rather something he learns by trial-

and other methods to understand how

continue to further develop both the

and-error during his first few courtship

the fly forms memories that shape its

library and the service. since summer

experiences (Figure 2). this memory

mating behaviour.

2008, we are also able to host external

of these first sexual encounters can

researchers who wish to conduct their

shape the male’s mating strategy

Genome-wide RnAi

RnAi screens in our on-site screening

for several days – a long time in the
life of a fly.

RnAi can be effectively triggered in

centre. the VDRC also provides such

Drosophila by spatially and temporally

support for researchers in-house, having

controlled expression of a dsRnA from a

delivered over 50,000 lines to IMBA

We are tr ying to understand the

transgene that contains a long inverted

and IMp groups in 2008.

molecular and cellular mechanisms

repeat under control of a genetic

that underlie this robust and powerful

promoter, the Gal4-responsive element

Learning and memory

form of long-term memory. We have

(Figure 1).

the evolutionary mission of a male

recently demonstrated that the CpeB

the creation of a genome-wide trans-

fly is to father as many offspring as

protein orb2 – a regulator of mRnA
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Figure 1

Figure 2
Test
males

Training

RnAi in Drosophila.

Figure 2:

Courtship conditioning. When tested with unreceptive mated females,
males previously exposed to mated females court less than naïve (shamtrained) males (CI = courtship index; CItrained < CInaïve).

Figure 3:

Mushroom body neurons in the fly’s brain – orb2 is required in these
neurons for courtship conditioning.

Test

CItrained
Sham

Figure 1:

Figure 3

Test

CInaïve

translation – plays a critical role in

functional requirements using both

We are also tr ying to find out ex-

this process [2]. We found that orb2

genetic and biochemical approaches.

actly what the Drosophila male learns

function is required in a specific set

We are also planning to identify orb2-

during courtship conditioning.

of mushroom body neurons during

interacting proteins and target mRnAs,

What are the specific cues – probably

or shortly af ter training (Figure 3).

and to assess their roles in long-term

pheromones – that the male learns

Without orb2, or more specifically

memor y. Meanwhile, we are also

to discriminate?

without its intriguing glutamine-rich

using the transgenic RnAi library in

domain, a memory initially forms but

unbiased approaches to find other

decays within just a few hours.

factors involved in long-term memory
function and dysfunction.

to learn more about how orb2 functions in Drosophila long-term memory,
we are dissecting its structural and

ReseaRch suppoRt
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bioopticS

karin.aumayr@imp.ac.at

KArin AumAyr------------------------------------ heAd oF FAcility
pAwel pASierbeK -------------------------------------- microScopy
gAbriele Stengl ---------------------------------Flow cytometry

The services offered to the researchers

underlying optical principle is the

now able to extend it to all suitable

at the IMP and IMBA by our department

generation of so-called evanescent

images taken on both widefield as well

cover analytical flow cytometry and

waves if the incident light is totally

as on the various confocal systems

cell sorting as well as a wide variety of

reflected at a glass–water interface

because of additional improvements

microscopy techniques, image processing

to selectively excite the sample in

of the algorithm itself, the possibility

and analysis.

an approximately 100–200 nm thin

to batch-process many images with a

layer above the cover slip surface.

minimal amount of user interaction

Current activities

thus, tIRFM provides crisp images

using the huygens deconvolution

our newest addition is a total Internal

of sur faces and can highlight cell

software as well as increased computer

Reflection Fluorescence (tIRF) micro-

membrane features without creating

power and therefore increased speed.

scope, which substantially broadens

background light.

Beside the general enhancement of the

the range of cutting-edge imaging

analysed images this technique also

tools available to the researchers’

allows the amount of light for imaging

community at the IMp and IMBA. A

Deconvolution is the process of

to be reduced without impairing data

second aspect of our recent activities is

reversing the optical distortion im-

quality. Minimising light exposure is

the use of deconvolution image analysis,

posed by an optical microscope by

especially important in live cell imaging

especially for low light imaging.

software algorithms and has been

to avoid both bleaching and damage

demonstrated to dramatically improve

to the cell caused by phototoxicity.

tIRF microscopy enables selective

the final image quality. In the last

visualisation of surface regions such

couple of years, this software-based

as the basal plasma membrane or the

image processing technique has been

growth of microtubules bound to the

preferentially used by users of the

coverslip in a sea of fluorescence. the

Deltavision Microscope system. We are

scIeNtIFIc seR VIces

Figure:

the upper panel shows the
comparison of a widefield (left)
and a tIRF image (right) of a
CAR cell stained with eB1 in
red and alpha-tubulin in green
(Maria nemethova). the lower
panel shows an example for
deconvolution of a low light
image (left: image before and
right: image after deconvolution)
of a heLaCell with paxillin-GFp
(Martin Breuss).
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electron microScopy

guenter.resch@imba.oeaw.ac.at

database system named MIMAs was

environment of the facility.

The Electron Microscopy Facility provides

embedding in epox y- and acr ylic

a wide variety of preparation techniques

resins, freeze substitution, ultrathin

for tissues, cells, and purified molecules

sectioning of resin embedded or frozen

While the Morgagni is an excellent

facility: electron micrographs from both

for transmission electron microscopy, as

samples, production of support films,

tool for conventional teM, advanced

microscopes including meta data can

well as facilities for microscopy, data

negative staining of molecules and

applications are the domain of the FeI

be stored on and accessed from this

management and image processing.

organelles, rotary shadowing of sprayed

tF30 polara. this 300 kV teM, unique

database on a user restricted basis.

developed by and is being run in the

molecules, and others. Depending on

in Austria and equipped with the most

Furthermore, software for automated

specimen preparation

future developments and the focus

advanced imaging systems, was funded

image acquisition (predominantly for

Know-how, training and instrumenta-

of the demand from the institutes,

by a Vienna spot of excellence grant

single particle eM; collaboration with

tion for a wide variety of prepara-

additional preparative approaches

and became fully operational at the

the Marlovits Group) and for status

tion techniques for visualisation of

will be introduced.

beginning of 2008. It is primarily being

monitoring of the microscope was

used for cryo-teM of molecules and

developed on the polara. For image

cells, and electron tomography.

processing of eM data, especially from

ultrastructure in tissues or cells and of
purified biomolecules by transmission

Microscopy

electron microscopy (teM) are being

one cornerstone of the facility is the

provided by the electron Microscopy

FeI Morgagni. this robust and easy

electron tomography, workstations

Facility. techniques routinely used by

to use 100 kV teM equipped with a

software Development
and Image processing

both IMp and IMBA researchers are

11 megapixel CCD camera is tailored

to support users with data manage-

chemical and physical fixation, resin

for routine needs in the multiuser

ment, a web-based project-oriented

A

C

B

D

E

günter reSch ------------------------------------ heAd oF FAcility
mArlene brAndStetter -------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
mAtthiAS brunner --------------------------------- progrAmmer

and training are being provided.

F
A:

z-sections from a three-dimensional reconstruction of the endothelial
lining in a blood vessel by electron tomography.
B:
negatively stained rotavirus-like particles (micrograph courtesy of
Cornelia Gänger, Ringrose Group)
C: Glycerol sprayed and rotary shadowed a-actinin molecules
D. Dam1-decorated microtubules visualised by cryo-electron
microscopy (sample: Fabienne Lampert, Westermann Group, IMp)
e+F: Cross-section of myelinated neurons (sample: toshikatsu hanada,
penninger Group)
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bioinFormAticS

bioinfo.grp@imp.ac.at

The Bioinformatics unit assists research

genomics or high-throughput biological

training

groups in molecular biology-related fields,

datasets. We engage in custom software

We p r o v i d e h a n d s - o n t r a i n i n g

by providing sequence analysis services,

and database development, and design

courses on the AnnotAtoR, where

scientific data mining, hardware and

computational and mathematical solu-

participants learn the basis and limita-

software infrastructure, and training in

tions that can cope with the higher load

tions of sequence analysis and data

bioinformatics.

and memory requirements. to perform

integration.

complex sequence analysis tasks we

wolFgAng lugmAyr --------------------------SoFtwAre engineer
mAriA noVAtchKoVA -------------------computAtionAl biologiSt
AleXAnder SchleiFFer -----------------computAtionAl biologiSt

sequence Analysis

also maintain the IMp AnnotAtoR, a

the IMp-IMBA Bioinformatics unit has its

user-friendly web application and high-

main expertise in the field of sequence

throughput protein annotation system.

analysis. typical tasks include the func-

For heterogeneous computational

tional and structural characterisation

tasks, the main computing cluster has

of proteins and genomic regions using

been updated to a state-of-the-art

methods such as pattern matching,

processing system using batch and

complexity analysis and homology

parallel computing environments.

searches. As bioinformatics conclusions

the cluster is now managed by the

are a synthesis of results from multiple

sun Grid engine (sGe) software, which

algorithms, we maintain and develop

provides p olic y- base d work load

a set of specialised software tools to

management for a large number of

support this type of meta-analysis.

jobs and nodes.

 

Large scale Data Analysis

  

Additional demands arise from the
investigation of large func tional

scIeNtIFIc seR VIces

Figure:

the IMp/IMBA high-performance computing (hpC) cluster. users can submit
jobs on dedicated login nodes to the sun Grid engine (sGe) master, which is
responsible for running these jobs on the cluster nodes.
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genomicS

genomics@imp.ac.at

The newly founded Genomics Department

of four chips (200 chips per batch).

of more samples. Currently we are

Jenuwein labs we have set up the

currently comprises the microarray services,

hybridisation information from more

trying to establish hybridisation of

infrastructure for next Generation

the cDNA clone repository and liquid

than 500 hybridised samples was used

labeled RnA instead of cDnA; this

sequencing. sample preparation and

handling robotics, formerly part of the

to identify clones that reproducibly

will also substantially shor ten the

in-process quality control have been

Biooptics Department. Next Generation

yielded good hybridisation signals in at

handling time and decrease the cost

established and are currently being

(Solexa) Sequencing will be offered as a

least three independent experiments.

per experiment.

optimised.

new service to IMP and IMBA researchers

this information was used to re-array

in 2009.

a non-redundant set of 22,500 clones

processing of microarray data has been

two runs per week yielding up to

that were subsequently processed

completely automated by combining

2.7 Gigabases per run depending

for printing.

several packages from the BioConductor

on sample quality. By the end of this

project. We can now provide users with

year, deep sequencing applications

Current activities
A major effort in 2008 was the re-

We expect a throughput of up to

arraying of RIKen (FAntoM I to III) clones

the reduction in the number of slides

fully annotated lists of differentially

like ChIp-seq and sequencing of small

to provide a single chip representing

used for hybridisation will not only

regulated genes.

RnAs will be offered as a service to

more than 22,500 murine genes. to

reduce the cost per experiment but

date, almost 100,000 RIKen clones have

also the time for analysis by a factor

In the past six months, together with

been processed and spotted on a set

of three, allowing the processing

scientists from the Busslinger and

hArAld Scheuch ----------------------------------------- engineer
mArtin rAdolF------------------------------------------- engineer
mArKuS SonntAgbAuer -----------------------------------trAinee

scientists of both institutes.

Figure:

the new 23 K microarray comprising a non redundant set of cDnAs.
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protein chemiStry FAcility

karl.mechtler@imp.ac.at

the methodology can be used in

spectrometry experiments, including

establishing and improving
itRAQ-based protein
quantification

identification of proteins, characterisa-

During the last decade there has been

techniques. We evaluated the different

Continuous improvements
in the qualitative and
quantitative analysis of
phosphorylation sites

tion of post-translational modifications

a growing interest in the description

approaches and developed a novel

protein phosphorylation is one of the

and their quantification. Finally, our

of biological systems in a quantitative

analytical strategy.

most impor tant post-translational

facility specialises in peptide synthesis

and systematic manner. In parallel,

and antibody purification.

methods have been developed for

Th e I M P- I M B A Pro t e i n C h e m i s t r y
Facility performs a large variety of mass

KArl mechtler----------------------------------- heAd oF FAcility

since november 2008,
joinT appoinTmenT wiTh sTefan wesTermann

1

100

116 117

95
90
85
80
75

114 115

70
65
Relative Abundance

JohAnn holzmAnn --------------------------------------- poStdoc
thomAS Köcher ------------------------------------------- poStdoc
KArin groSSteSSner-hAin -------------------------- phd Student
otto hudecz -------------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
gAbrielA KrSSAKoVA------------------------ technicAl ASSiStAnt
mAthiAS mAdAlinSKi ----------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
michAel mAzAneK -------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
gorAn mituloVic --------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
SuSAnne oprAVil 1 -------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
eliSAbeth roitinger ------------------------ technicAl ASSiStAnt
michAel Schutzbier ------------------------ technicAl ASSiStAnt
ineS SteinmAcher ----------------------------------- lAb mAnAger

trometers and different fragmentation

modifications. We have developed
several approaches for the selective

quantifying and identifying proteins

Quantitative analysis of
knock-out mice

in an unbiased way. one of these

Many proteins regulated in disease

based on the different metal-based

methods, termed isobaric tags for

may serve as candidates for clinically

enrichment methods such as immo-

relative and absolute quantitation

useful biomarkers and may also provide

bilised metal affinity chromatography

(itRAQ), has become increasingly

insight into the molecular mechanisms

(IMAC) or af finity chromatography

popular (Fig.1). We have applied itRAQ

of disease processes. We successfully

with titanium oxide. During the last

to the analysis of protein complexes,

applied itRAQ methodology to a mouse

few years we have also star ted to

which we analysed under different

liver hepatitis model utilising c-jun

combine large-scale phosphorylation

conditions in order to elucidate their

knock-out mice.

site analysis with relative quantification.

dynamic behaviour.

60

conjunction with many mass spec-

55

enrichment of phosphorylated peptides

We have applied these techniques
to the large-scale analysis of kinase

50

networks under different biological

45
40
35

V

E

V

F

conditions.

E

30
25
20

Figure:
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the spectrum of the itRAQ-labeled peptide AeFVeVtK is shown. A sufficient number of
fragment ions allows its identification with high confidence. part of the sequence is indicated.
the insert shows the four itRAQ reporter ions allowing the relative quantification of the
samples. the ratio of the reporter ions reflects the original protein ratios.
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SerVice depArtment

gotthold.schaffner@imp.ac.at

The Service Department offers a variety

moved back to the IMp building. there
is now more space to create better and

sequencing and DnA
isolation

sophisticated Qiagen Kits like Midi-,

of high quality and rapid services to IMP
and IMBA scientists. The majority of our

more convenient working conditions

the 48 capillary ABI 3730 DnA Genetic

sets or insuf ficiently documented

effort involves DNA sequencing, fly food

for preparing fly food and for storing

Analyser is the only work horse. the

plasmid construc ts from outside

production and preparation of various

all the goods we need. We also prepare

16 capillary ABI 3100 Genetic Analyser

sources. Compared to analysis by

media and solutions.

many selected reagents such as DnA

is solely used as a back-up sequencer

restriction digest, sequencing is faster

Maxi- or Minipreps, as are wrong primer

molecular weight markers, enzymes, a

for emergencies.

and easier. the clean-up protocol with

our Media Kitchen and Fly Food staff

variety of transformation-competent

We sequenced approximately 55,000

sephadex G50 super fine columns

prepare substantial quantities of reagent

e. coli strains and we maintain a stock

samples in the first 9 months of this year.

on a 96-well microtiter plate format

quality solutions and media for cell

of cloning vectors, sequencing primers

this substantially increased demand

with optimised sephadex consistency

culture, flies (more than 1,700,000

and other reagents.

is due to screening projects and the

and centrifugation conditions has

new fly library, but also to new groups

been transferred to a Biotek benchtop

production of antibodies

at IMBA as well as at the IMp.

minirobot. the results tell us that

the production and isolation of many

We are primarily using the 3730 DnA

there is no difference between the

different monoclonal antibodies in

Analyser because of its sensitivity and

plates prepared by the robot and

gotthold SchAFFner ---------------------------- heAd oF FAcility

hybridomas in collaboration with

lower consumables running costs.

those prepared manually and they

54

IMp group members, and organising

the average read-length is 700–900

do not show “dye blobs” with good
quality DnA samples.

iVAn botto ---------------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
mArKuS hohl ------------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
ShAhryAr tAghybeeglu -------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt
gAbriele botto------------------------------------- mediA Kitchen
chriStA detz-JAderny ----------------------------- mediA Kitchen
ulriKe windholz ---------------------------------- mediA Kitchen
SAbine Jungwirth ------------------------- Fly Food prepArAtion
FrAnziSKA StrAnSKy----------------------- Fly Food prepArAtion
oliVer botto --------------------------help Fly Food prepArAtion
thomAS hAydn ------------------------help Fly Food prepArAtion
AnnA windholz-----------------------help Fly Food prepArAtion

tubes and bottles per year) and other
organisms. the Fly Food staff have
*

72 x 1000 reactions
66
60
48

antibody production in rabbits with

bases for standard DnA samples with

42

an outside company, takes some of

50 cm ABI 3730 capillaries.

36

our working time capacity.

DnA sample quality and concentration

30

are a problem even when prepared by

24
18
12
6

Figure:
00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08

A sequencing run on an ABI 377 pRIsM and number of reactions analysed on ABI 377 (- 2001), on ABI 3100 (since 2001)
and on ABI 3730 (since June 2004) with dye deoxy terminators (v3.1 since 2001) in the years 2000 to 2008 (scale 0 to
72,000). *calculated from January 2008 to september 2008 data
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hiStology

vukoslav.komnenovic@imba.oeaw.ac.at
The Histology Service Department offers

services, we are able to offer support

and processing facilities for standard-

In addition, the histology ser vice

state-of-the art sectioning, histology and

to get quick results.

ized immuno-histochemistry, in situ

D ep ar tm ent adminis tr ates le gal

hybridization, FIsh analysis, DnA

regulatory affairs such as the record-

microarray and tissues microarray

ke ep in g an d d o cum ent at i o n o f

offer training and support for researchers

sectioning of paraffin and
Frozen tissues

applications. Various antibodies have

experiments in accordance with the

in new technologies.

In our group we have developed a high

been characterized for optimized in situ

Austrian histolaboratories guidelines
(www.mta-labor.info).

immuno-histochemistry services to all
IMBA and IMP scientists. In addition, we

throughput method to cut paraffin

signaling studies. standard antibodies

histology services

and frozen tissues. using this method,

such as apc, cd (several markers), I-ad,

the histology services include the

we could increase the quality and also

gfp, gfap, c-fos, c-jun, junB, fra1,2,

embedding of tissues, assistance with

the quantity of services.

jun-D, ki67, smad3, brdu, egf, egfr,

the sectioning of paraffin and cryo-

h3K9me tri meth, h4K20me3 tri meth,

VuKoSlAV KomnenoVic -------------------------- heAd oF FAcility

preserved tissues, and preparation

Immunohistochemistry

cl. caspase3, caspase7, procatepsiK

mihAelA griVeJ ----------------------------- technicAl ASSiStAnt

of slides for standard h&e stains, as

the histology service Department also

are available.

well as specialized stainings such

provides automated preparation

as pAs, Alcian blue, Cab, Gomeri,
MayGruenwald-Giemsa and van Kossa
stains for human, mouse, Xenopus
and Drosophila studies. With these

Figure 1:

trichrom blue staining. the picture shows 4 different signals, light blue for
Lung fibrosis, red for Mast cells and neutrophils, pink for Myeloiud cells and
dark blue for the nuclei.

Figure 2:

(a and b) Immunohistochemistry reveals that osteopontin (brown signal),
absent from the wild type (a), was predominantly expressed by alveolar
macrophages (b) in fra-2tg lungs (17 weeks of age)
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AnimAl houSe

mouSe SerVice

Animal House

for the various projects, commonly

The Mouse Service Department was

Scientific work at the IMP and IMBA depends

used standard strains are routinely

set up at the beginning of 1998 to cope

to a high degree on the use of model

bred in-house.

with the increasing demand for mouse

animal@imp.ac.at

organisms. IMP and IMBA acknowledge

2

transgenic@imp.ac.at

studies and generation of transgenics.

and accept responsibility for the care and

Animal house services:

The Mouse Service Department services

use of those animals according to the

Veterinar y services, such as moni-

are shared by the IMP and IMBA.

highest ethical standards. The institute

toring of the facility’s health-status

ensures that all employees dealing with the

(sentinel-program etc.), experimental

the main duties of this service unit are

animals understand their individual and

procedures in animals such as collection

the injection of es cells into blastocysts

collective responsibilities for compliance

of blood, implantation of tumor cells

(also tetraploid and 8-cell) and of DnA

with Austrian laboratory animal law as

and administration of substances. All

into the pronucleus of fertilized mouse

well as all relevant regulations and rules

procedures are performed to a high

eggs. this service also provides for

concerning laboratory animal husbandries.

standard under appropriate anaesthetic

the transfer of ‘clean’ embryos into

In accordance with this institutional policy

regimes and in conjunction with the

our Animal house, the freezing of

the animal house group - trained and highly

necessary project licenses.

embryos for the preservation of speci-

qualified animal attandants - provides

Animal procurement, such as ordering of

fied mouse strains and the teaching

husbandry of animals and services for

mice from external breeding companies,

of basic embryological techniques to

the various research groups.

organizing and handling of incoming

the IMp and IMBA staff.

and outgoing mouse-shipments per

Many different es cell clones and DnA/

husbandry:

year.

BAC constructs are being injected

the largest area of the animal house

Administration of regulatory affairs in

per year. the activities of this depart-

is the mouse section, which com-

accordance with the Austrian laboratory

ment are overseen by an Animal user

prises breeding colonies, stock and

animal law, which includes record-

Committee, which meets bimonthly

experimental animals including many

keeping and updating of laboratory

to set priorities and to coordinate

transgenic and knock-out mouse lines.

animal statistics, specific documentation

the duties. At present, it is chaired by

to provide a constant supply of mice

of laboratory animal experiments.

Meinrad Busslinger.

Figure 1:

Injection of embryonic stem
cells into mouse blastocyst.

Figure 2:

Mouse blastocysts.
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In order to maintain the highest standard of research, IMBA has installed a process
of review and feedback: the scientific Advisory Board (sAB), consisting of internationally recognized scientists. the Board meets yearly at IMBA, and, together with
IMBA researchers, discusses the quality, significance, and main focus of research
conducted at IMBA.
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Cambridge, MA, USA
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Institute for Theoretical Chemistry
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the Austrian Academy of Sciences,
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Academy of Sciences,
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Medical University, Austria
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Department of Austrian and
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University of Economics and
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Department of Economics,
University of Vienna, Austria
(chairman)

the supervisory Board of IMBA serves as advisor to and monitors the actions of the
management team on a regular basis. It consists of persons with a strong background
in academic science and medicine, legal and tax affairs, auditing and other areas of
business administration.
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